Solution Brief
FlashTrak PreCool Prime: Automated Solution to Improve
Efficiency in Pre-Cooling Operations
Get more turns per tunnel, save on energy and labor
Situation: : Need to Cool Down Berries as
Quickly as Possible After Harvest

Problem: Lack of Efficient Pallet Rotation to
Maximize Cooling Capacity

A large berry producer has extensive growing fields in California and

In most forced air coolers, the biggest challenge is movement of

Florida. They are a leader in the industry, placing their highest priority

pallets in order to make sure produce is cooled as soon as possible,

on product quality in order to maintain the superior standards of

and to minimize the wait time for hot pallets coming in from the field.

their brand. The company is an innovator, dedicated to research

Once in the tunnel, cooling is often timed based on past experience,

and development, and tend to be early adopters of cutting edge

while personnel manually check products with a probe thermometer

technology in order to support continuous improvement of their

to verify when correct internal temperature is reached.

products and operations.
With harvest in full swing, pre-coolers get very busy and pallet
Produce must be cooled as quickly as possible after harvest, any

movement doesn’t always happen in a timely manner. The net result

delays in removing field

is either produce is in the

heat will have a dramatic

cooler too long or not

effect on shelf life.

long enough. Cooling too

Temperature is the most

long means hot pallets

important element that

are waiting outside,

influences shelf life and

their shelf life is rapidly

quality. In general, every

diminishing, while energy

18°F/10°C increase in

is wasted for continued

temperature results in

cooling of berries that

shelf life decreasing by half

have already reached

to three fourths. Berries

correct temperature. It

are particularly sensitive

also means that fewer

and highly perishable.

cooling cycles can be

A four-hour delay in

accomplished if tunnel

pre-cooling can result in

time is wasted.

a 50% increase in water
loss, and a six-hour delay

When pallets are pulled

can increase decay by as

out of the tunnel too

much as 25%.

soon, the product hasn’t
been cooled long enough to reach proper storage temperature, and

From the time a berry is picked, the clock starts ticking on shelf

shelf life is also detrimentally affected. If these pallets are put in cold

life, and the more time it takes to cool will have an immediate and

storage rooms at temperatures higher than they should be, their

irreversible impact on shelf life and quality. The company wants to

heat will be transferred to stored fruit that was previously cooled to

improve management of time and temperature to ensure products

the correct temperature.

are moved into cooling tunnels as quickly as possible and out as
soon as they’re ready, in order to optimize shelf life of the berries.

Solution: FlashTrak PreCool Prime

This is especially important for product that spends additional time in

FlashTrak PreCool Prime is a proven wireless technology that

transit to the East Coast, Canada and Mexico.

delivers accurate information in real-time. This automated system
monitors product temperature and time during pre-cool operations,
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and sends the data to a secure cloud-based
service where it’s displayed and stored.
The user friendly graphical interface is
accessible from a web browser on any
internet-enabled device, and provides
actionable data so operators know exactly
when produce is ready. A color-coded
dashboard is shown on a large flat screen
monitor mounted on the wall where it
can easily be seen. It can also be viewed
from a tablet, smart phone or PC. Current
temperature is displayed and visual alerts
let personnel know when to remove pallets
just in time, and avoid problems associated
with over-cooling or under-cooling. The net
result is minimized wait time for berries to be
cooled, an increase in pallet throughput and
improved operational efficiency.

FlashTrak PreCool Prime automates

threshold. After initial cooling, if the threshold

temperature monitoring. It shows when it’s

is breached during storage and transport, the

Swapping Pallets During
Cooling Cycles

time to perform the swap operation, and it

CCi provides an alert when it’s scanned upon

alerts when target temperature is reached

delivery.

Some facilities will swap pallets towards the

after the swap so operators know that it’s time

end of the cooling cycle, moving those on

to move pallets from the tunnel and into cold

the right hand side of the tunnel to the left

storage.

side, and pallets from the left side are moved

Results: Optimized Shelf Life,
Increased Pallet Throughput
FlashTrak PreCool Prime helps to protect the

to the right. This is done because fruit in the

Cold Chain iToken

outer cartons of the tunnel cools faster than

The Cold Chain iToken (CCi) is a dynamic

actionable data that streamlines operations

the inner cartons, and usually reach target

barcode label that adds pallet level traceability

with an automated system. By monitoring

temperature before the inner cartons. By

to this solution. It’s used to identify each

internal product temperature in real-time, it

changing sides, inner cartons end up on the

pallet, and tie it back to a specific tunnel

eliminates the need for manual labor to take

outside, and outer cartons are now on the

and corresponding data gathered during the

pulp temperatures, removes guess work and

inside. This speeds up the cooling time in the

cooling cycle.

estimating of cooling time - both of which are

tunnel by getting the inner cartons down to

company reputation and brand. It provides

prone to human error. Additionally, the system

the target temperature sooner, without over-

The CCi is applied to every pallet during

archives data for traceability, analysis, audits

cooling outer cartons.

initial tunnel set up, and acts as a unique

and validation of compliance with GHP (Good

identifier. The barcode is scanned and linked

Handling Practices). Reports can be provided

to corresponding tunnel

to customers as verification that produce was

number, and can also be linked

properly cooled, giving proof to buyers that it

to a purchase order and other

will have long shelf life.

traceability barcodes, such
as a PTI (Produce Traceability

When pallets can be cycled in and out of

Initiative) label, or lot code.

tunnels as quickly as possible, then cooler
personnel are able to narrow down the window

The Cold Chain iToken

of time it takes to remove field heat from

serves a dual purpose since

produce. Efficient pallet movement allows for

it also functions as a last mile

additional turns per tunnel, optimizing quality

indicator. Once activated, the

and shelf life of produce and saving energy

CCi measures accumulated

and labor costs.

temperature abuse above its
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FlashTrak PreCool Prime:
Managing Cooling Tunnels in
Real-Time
Benefits:
•

Streamline operations

•

Actionable data for immediate decisions

•

Maximize shelf life and quality

•

Minimize spoilage, waste and shrinkage

•

Improve efficiency, increase pallet
throughput

•

Save energy and utility costs

•

Save on labor costs

•

Eliminate guess work and estimating when
produce is ready

•

Eliminate human error taking pulp
temperature

DeltaTrak ® is a leading innovator of cold chain management, environment monitoring and food safety solutions for
the food, pharmaceutical, life sciences and chemical industries. Contact DeltaTrak by phone at 1-800-962-6776
or by email at marketing@deltatrak.com. Additional information can be found at www.deltatrak.com.
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